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Abstract. We introduce a spatial stochastic process algebra called MASSPA, which provides a formal behavioural description of Markovian
Agent Models, a spatial stochastic modelling framework. We provide a
translation to a master equation which governs the underlying transition
behaviour. This provides a means of simulation and thus comparison
of numerical results with simulation that was previously not available.
On the theoretical side, we develop a higher moment analysis to allow
quantities such as variance to be produced for spatial stochastic models
in performance analysis for the first time. We compare the simulation
results against resulting ODEs for both mean and standard deviations
of model component counts and finish by analysing a distributed wireless
sensor network model.
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Introduction

Spatial modelling paradigms take into account localised behaviour of individuals
or processes in the evaluation of a system. While some domains such as crowd
dynamics modelling [20,3] are inherently linked to their environment, other areas which were traditionally analysed without the notion of space gained new
insights from spatial dynamics, e.g. the spatial Lotka–Volterra model [8]. As
further examples, spatial topology has a modelling impact in wide variety of
application domains such as epidemiology [24], wireless sensor networks [13], fire
propagation [7] and traffic modelling [6].
Capturing spatial information in the analysis of models comes at a higher computational cost. In discrete spatial modelling paradigms [24,20,13,10], which allow modellers to create lumped CTMCs with a finite number of locations, the
state space explosion is even more severe than in non-spatial CTMCs as we
need to keep track of the population size for each state in every location. In the
past, spatial models could therefore only be analysed using stochastic simulation [12]. Today fluid approximation [17,14] can handle spatial models even if

the population and the number of locations become large. Recent work on discrete space, continuous time models, has focused on the approximation of mean
component counts, i.e. the mean population sizes of different states in different locations [24,20,13]. While approximations of the mean population sizes are
important metrics, the evaluation of higher order moments is crucial to get a better understanding of the underlying stochastic process. Furthermore it has been
shown that higher order moments can be used to get more accurate boundaries
for passage time distributions [15]. In this paper we investigate the computation
of higher (joint) moments for discrete spatial models. In particular we formalise
the Markovian Agent Model (MAM) paradigm [13] by expressing it in a spatial
stochastic process algebra and apply higher moment ODE analysis to MAMs
for the first time. Moreover, we use stochastic simulation to verify our ODE
approximation for mean and standard deviation of component counts in two
examples.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly introduce the MAM
paradigm. Subsequently in Sect. 3 we summarise Engblom’s approach [9] for
the generation of ODEs for higher order stochastic moments of molecule counts
in systems expressed by the chemical Master Equation [25]. This serves as the
basis for the derivation of higher moment ODEs in MAMs (Sect. 4). In Sect. 5
we define a simple but expressive spatial stochastic process algebra for MAMs
and show how to translate it to a set of mass action type reactions. In Sect. 6 we
describe a wireless sensor network MAM and estimate its mean and standard
deviation using ODEs.

2

Markovian Agent Models

In this section we briefly describe the key concepts of Markovian Agent Models
(MAM)s. In [13] Gribaudo et al. describe a novel agent-based spatio-temporal
model called Markovian Agent Model (MAM). The underlying CTMC of the
lumped process is approximated using techniques explained in [1]. Space is assumed to be continuous, but for evaluation purposes it is discretised, for instance
into a regular 2-dimensional grid. Agents are assumed to be distributed in space
according to a spatial Poisson process. A Markovian Agent (MA) in a MAM
is a simple sequential component that can have local transitions which occur
at a specified exponential rate and possibly emit messages. Additionally each
MA can have message induced transitions. When emitting a message, all neighbours of the emitting agent, i.e. agents that are able to receive the message, may
execute an induced transition. The function which defines the notion of neighbourhood is the perception function u(·). In MAMs each agent is assumed to act
autonomously, i.e. each agent can decide whether to process or ignore incoming messages. Therefore each induced transition in a MA has a probability of
accepting an incoming message. Note that in contrast to other process algebras
such as PEPA [16], MAMs have no strict form of synchronisation.

We assume that the density of agents of type c ∈ C in state i ∈ S c at time t at
location v ∈ V is given by ρci (t, v). Vector ρc (t, v) contains all ρci (t, v), ∀i ∈ S c
and matrix ρ(t, v) contains all ρc (t, v), ∀c ∈ C. If the constant total number of
agents of type c in location v is N c (v) then there are
Nic (t, v) = ρci (t, v)N c (v)

(1)

agents of type c in state i at location v at time t. Hence, we need to have
P
ρci (t, v) = 1. Moreover, each agent of type c in state j produces messages at a
Poisson rate of
X
c
c c
βjc = λcj gjj
+
qjk
gjk
(2)
k∈S c ,k6=j
c
where gjk
is the number of messages that the agent produces when making a
transition from state j to k. λcj denotes the rate at which the agent produces
messages while sojourning in state j and qjk is the rate at which the agent moves
from state j to k. Now let u(j, cj , vj , i, ci , vi ) denote the perception function
that scales the intensity with which an agent of type ci in state i at location
vi receives messages from another agent of type cj in state j at location vj .
Generally u(·) ≥ 0. Two agents can communicate iff u(·) > 0 for those agents.
The rate at which an agent of type c receives messages in state i computed as
follows
X X X
0
0
0
c
γii
(t, v) =
u(j, c0 , vj , i, c, v)βjc ρcj (t, vj )N c (vj )
(3)
c0 ∈C j∈S c0 vj ∈V
0

0

c
Note that γii
is a rate of a convoluted Poisson process X1c + X2c + . . . where
0
c0
each X· represents a rate βjc modulated by u(·) and scaled by the population
size of the sending agent. This convolution is only accurate if we have a spatially
independent population distribution. Finally let

K c (t, v) = Qc + Γ c (t, v)[Ac − I]

(4)

be the infinitesimal matrix for the CTMC of agents of type c at time t in location
v where Qc is the time invariant infinitesimal matrix describing the rates of
internal state transitions for agents of type c, I the identity matrix and Ac the
acceptance matrix where each element acij describes the probability
P of accepting
c
c
the message and move from state i to j. We say
a
=
1
−
j6=i aij is the
P ii c
probability of ignoring the message and assume j6=i aij ≤ 1. Hence each row
in Ac sums to 1. Γ c is the diagonal matrix with entries γii and since all rows
in Ac − I sum to 0 so do the rows in Γ c (t, v)[Ac − I]. Thus K c (t, v) is a valid
infinitesimal matrix for the CTMC describing the evolution of ρc (t, v) at time
t. Vector ρc (t, v), which represents the mean values of the underlying stochastic
agent densities for states of agent class c at location v, can be approximated
using the following equations
 c
t=0
 ρ (0, v)
(5)
 δρc (t,v)
= ρc (t, v)K c (t, v)
t>0
δt

Note that Eq. 5 uses the mean field assumption E[XY ] = E[X]E[Y ] (see [1,18,22]).
Further generalisations for MAMs which allow multiple types of messages and
location dependent transition rates and dynamic MAMs exist but are omitted
here. For more details see [4,6].
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Higher moment ODEs for the Master Equation

In [9] Engblom derives a general expression for the derivation of ODEs for higher
(joint) moments for models that can be expressed by the Master Equation [25].
Similar derivations can be found in [2,11]. In this section we summarise Engblom’s work briefly. Later in Sect. 4 we use his technique to obtain ODEs for
any higher (joint) moments in MAMs.
In a model of chemical reactions there are D different species and |R| different
reactions. p(x, t) describes the probability distribution of the molecule count
vector x ∈ ZD+ = {0, 1, 2, . . . }D at time t. Note that X(t) is a stochastic process.
The propensity rate of a reaction r ∈ R is described by wr : ZD+ →
− R. The
wr (xr )

change in x for reaction r ∈ R is defined by xr = x + nr −−−−→ x where nr are
the negated stoichiometric coefficients. The resulting Master Equation is
δp(x, t)
=
δt

R
X
r=1
x+n−
r ≥0

wr (x + nr )p(x + nr , t) −
|
{z
}
incoming rate

R
X

wr (x)p(x, t)
|
{z
}
r=1
outgoing rate
x−n+
≥0
r

(6)

−
where nr = n+
r + nr reflect the decrease and increase in the molecule count
for reaction r ∈ R respectively. In contrast to systems biology literature where
−
reaction r usually changes x to x + n+
r and x + nr , Engblom assumes that
+
−
reaction r changes x to x − nr and x − nr , i.e. nir = −1 implies that the
number of molecule i increases by 1 as a result of reaction r. Also note that
integrating the Master Equation will yield the Chapman–Kolmogorov equation
for the underlying CTMC. Engblom further shows that
R

X
x≥0

T (x)

δp(x, t) X
=
E[(T (X − nr ) − T (X))wr (X)]
δt
r=1

(7)

where T : Z D+ →
− R is a suitable test-function in form of a polynomial and
wr (x) = 0 ∀x 6≥ n+
r . Taking T (x) = xi for example yields the differential equation for the mean of molecule count xi
Ė[Xi ] =

R
X
δE[Xi ]
δµi
=
=−
nir E[wr (X)]
δt
δt
r=1

Extending Eq. 7 to higher (joint) moments is straightforward.

(8)

4

Higher (joint) moments in MAMs

To date there is no derivation of ODEs for the computation of higher (joint) moments for component counts in MAMs. In [1,4] the authors only approximate the
evolution of the mean of the component densities assuming E[XY ] ≈ E[X]E[Y ].
In this section we derive an expression for the second moment for MAM component counts using Engblom’s technique outlined in Sect. 3.
To map MAMs to the Master Equation we need to define an equivalent set of reactions along with the propensities and the negated stoichiometric coefficients.
For simplicity we assume that a MAM has a single location and one type of
agent. In [?] we show that this assumption can be generalised to derive ODEs
for more complex MAM extensions. Since MAs are autonomous there is no synchronisation between any two agents. In the language of chemical reactions that
implies that any reaction expressing an agent transition from state i ∈ S to state
j ∈ S has the following form
Ni (t)Kij (N (t))

N (t) + nr −−−−−−−−−−→ N (t)

(9)

with negated stoichiometric coefficient nir = 1, njr = −1 and nkr = 0 ∀k ∈
S\{i, j} and propensity rate wr = wij (N (t)) = Ni (t)Kij (N (t)). Note that Kij
is indeed the ij th element of the K matrix. In contrast to the definition of
K in Eq. 4 the parameters of the matrix have changed from (t, v) to N (t).
Formally the parameters are equivalent, since all factors in Eq. 3 apart from
the agent distributions are constant with respect to time and location when
considering a single location MAM. We can now create such a reaction for every
pair of states (i, j) ∈ S × S, i 6= j with negated stoichiometric coefficients
ni = 1 and nj = −1. Note that all reactions of type (i, j) encapsulate both
internal agent transitions and transitions induced by incoming messages as the
K matrix combines both internal and induced transition rates. If no transition
is possible then Kij (N (t)) = 0. Having translated our simplified MAM into a
set of reactions we can use Eq. 7 to derive the ODEs for the mean value, the
first joint moment and the second order moment of the component counts. We
start with the mean. Using Eq. 8 we get
Ė[Ni (t)] = −

R
X

nir E[wr (N (t))]

r

=

X

E[Nj (t)Kji (N (t))] −

j∈S,j6=i

X

E[Ni (t)Kij (N (t))]

(10)

j∈S,j6=i

since
X

Kij (N (t)) = −Kii (N (t))

(11)

j∈S,j6=i

Eq. 10 becomes
Ė[Ni (t)] =

X
j∈S

E[Nj (t)Kji (N (t))]

(12)

applying the mean field approximation to Eq. 12 yields the component count
equivalent to Eq. 5 for a MAM with only one location and one agent class
X
Ė[Ni (t)] ≈
E[Nj (t)]Kji (E[N (t)])
(13)
j∈S

Similarly using Eq. 7 with T (N (t)) = Ni (t)Nj (t) we get the following ODE for
the first joint moment
Ė[Ni (t)Nj (t)] =

R
X

E[((Ni (t) − nir )(Nj (t) − njr ) − Ni (t)Nj (t))wr (N (t))]

r

=−

R
X

nir E[Nj (t)wr (N (t))]

r

+

R
X

−

R
X

njr E[Ni (t)wr (N (t))]

r

nir njr E[wr (N (t))]

(14)

r

which becomes
Ė[Ni (t)Nj (t)] = E[Ni (t)

X

Nk (t)Kkj (N (t))] + E[Nj (t)

k∈S

+

R
X

X

Nk (t)Kki (N (t))]

k∈S

nir njr E[wr (N (t))]

(15)

r

where

PR
r

nir njr E[wr (N (t))]


 −E[Ni (t)Kij (N (t))] − E[Nj (t)Kji (N (t))]
=
 −E[N (t)K (N (t))] + E[P
i
ii
j∈S,j6=i Nj (t)Kji (N (t))]

i 6= j
(16)
i=j

The expansion for i 6= j follows from the observation that the only reactions
which have non-zero negated stoichiometric coefficient products nir njr are those
resulting from transitions from i to j and from j to i. For i = j, however, we
can consider all reactions involving i, since all of these will yield (nir )2 = 1.
Substituting Eq. 16 into Eq. 15 gives the required definition of the first joint
moment and the second order moment in MAMs with one location and one
agent class. In [?] we show the corresponding ODEs for MAMs with multiple
agents, messages and locations.

5

Markovian Agent Spatial Stochastic Process Algebra

In this section we formally introduce a new spatial stochastic process algebra for
Markovian Agent Models (MAM)s which we term MASSPA. First we describe a

process algebra that allows us to define Markovian Agents. This process algebra
is a blend between π-calculus [21] and a purely sequential version of PEPA [16],
with passive actions and action names removed. To describe the spatial dynamics
of MAMs we subsequently define the space, the distribution of agents in space
and the perception function u(·). The notation for the spatial aspects of the
model is similar to the one presented in [10,?]. Having defined MASSPA we give
a simple example (Sect. 5.1) and show how MASSPA can be translated into
chemical reactions (Sect. 5.2). The grammar of MASSPA is as follows:
S ::= α.S | S + S | ?(m, p).S | α!(m, g).S | CS | ∅
P
P ::= P 
u(·)
where S denotes a sequential MA, CS a sequential constant and ∅ the nil process.
The basic MASSPA operators can be interpreted as follows:
Prefix: α.S 0 describes the possibility of a transition from the current process
to process S 0 . This transition happens at rate α.
Choice: At a given time a process defined as S + T can either behave as S
or as T .
Constant: Assign names to patterns of behaviour associated with compodef
nents, e.g. N = S. In this case N behaves the exact same way as S.
Message Sending: α!(m, g).S 0 describes a transition from the current process S to process S 0 where on average g ∈ R>0 messages of type m are sent
as part of this transition. In fact g represents the parameter of a Poisson distribution, which defines the random number of messages generated as part
of the transition.
Message Reception: ?(m, p).S 0 describes the possibility of a transition
from the current process to process S 0 that can be induced by an incoming
messages of type m. p is the probability of accepting such a message. For
each P
type of message m ∈ M that a process S listens to, we have to have
0 ≤
(m,p)∈S p ≤ 1, i.e. each process can consume at most one type of
message at a time.
 Q means that agent populations (see definition below) P and
Parallel: P 
u(·)
Q, possibly located in different locations, operate in parallel. The perception
function u(·) governs the message exchange between P and Q. This operator
is only used to specify our operational semantics. In general we assume all
agents in all locations act in parallel under u(·).
We now look at the definition of space, the agent populations and the perception
function u(·). We begin with the space. Generally the space can take any discretised form as long as it is finite. Two basic examples are finite 2/3-dimensional
regular rectangular and radial grids where each cell/location in the grid has a
unique label l ∈ L, e.g. L = {A, B, C} or L = {(0, 0), (0, 1), . . . , (x, z)}. Within
a certain cell we assume a spatial Poisson distribution of agents. In practice we

may simply fix the number of agents in a certain state in a given location l
and argue that we can find a corresponding rate for a spatial Poisson process
that would on average generate that many agents in l. Assume that we have
defined the sequential agents in MASSPA and that C is the set of distinct agent
types, i.e. agents that do not share derivative states. Let Si be the set of all
derivative states for a sequential MASSPA agent of type i ∈ C
S (cf. Sect. 2),
such that Si ∩ Sj = ∅, ∀i, j ∈ C, i 6= j. Furthermore let S = i∈C Si be the
set of all agent states. We define the set of agent populations
for agents of type
S
i ∈ C as Pi = {s@l : s ∈ Si , l ∈ L} and also P = i∈C Pi . The initial agent
population distribution is defined by a mapping d : P →
− N≥0 . Finally we define
≥0
u : Ch →
− R where Ch ⊆ P × P × M is the set of channels and M the set of
all message labels. We say that population c1 @l1 can send messages of type m
to c2 @l2 iff u(·) is defined for (c1 @l1 , c2 @l2 , m) ∈ Ch.
The corresponding structured operational semantics are described in Fig. 1. It
provides a translation to a labelled transition system which consists of transitions a ∈ Lα ∪ LM where Lα is the set of exponentially delayed transitions and LM , consisting of (α, m, gm )-sending events and (α, m, pm )-reception
events, is the set of message transitions. Assume l1 , l2 ∈ L, possibly such that
(α,m,gm )

l1 = l2 . F −−−−−−→ F means F sends gm messages of type m at rate α and

 F @l2 −−−−−−−−−−→ E 0 @l1 
 F @l2 states that E@l1 goes to E 0 @l1
E@l1 
u(·)
u(·)
at rate x ∗ α ∗ gm with probability pm as the result of receiving message(s) of
type m.
(x∗α∗gm ,m,pm )

Prefix
def

α

E−
→E 0

def

(E = α.E 0 )

α

F−
→F 0

def

(F = α!(m, gm ).F 0 )

(α,m,gm )

F−
−−−−−→F

(F = α!(m, gm ).F 0 )

Competitive Choice
a

a

E−
→E 0
a

E+F −
→

F−
→F 0
a

E+F −
→F 0

E0

Parallel
a

a

E−
→E 0

F−
→F 0

a
 F @l2 −
 F @l2
E@l1 
→E 0 @l1 
u(·)
u(·)

a
 F @l2 −
 F 0 @l2
E@l1 
→E@l1 
u(·)
u(·)

Message Exchange
(α,m,gm )

F−
−−−−−→F

E@l1


 F @l2 −−−−−−−−−−→E0 @l1 
 F @l2
u(·)
u(·)

Constant

(x∗α∗gm ,m,pm )

α

E−
→E 0
α

A−
→E 0

def

(E = ?(m, pm ).E 0 + . . . , u(F @l2 , E@l1 , m) = x)

def

(A = E)

Fig. 1. Operational semantics of MASSPA.

5.1

A simple MASSPA example

In the following we give a simple MASSPA example. In Sect. 6 we look at more
complex model. The simple MAM (see Fig. 2) has locations L = {A, B, C}
containing populations of identical agents so that set of all states S = {on, off }.
The agent populations are P = {on@A, off @A, on@B, off @B, on@C, off @C}.

, 1)

(m

def

off = ?(m, 1).on
def
on = µ!(m, 1).off

on

off

,1

)

µ

(m

u(on@A, off @B, m) = 1 u(on@B, off @A, m) = 1
u(on@B, off @C, m) = 1 u(on@C, off @B, m) = 1

Fig. 2. A simple MAM with 3 locations.

5.2

Translating MASSPA into mass action type reactions

In this section we discuss how any MASSPA model can be translated into a
system of chemical reactions (cf. Sect. 3). It is easy to see that the number
of different agent populations |P | is equivalent to the number of “molecule”
species D. Hence, P is the set of available species. In the simple example above
there is only one agent type, i.e. |C| = 1. As agents do not synchronise, each
wr
reaction has the following form r : a@l −−→
b@l, a@l, b@l ∈ Pi , i ∈ C. This is
a different way of stating the assumption that all reactions for MAMs describe
the evolution for a specific type of agent in one location (cf. [?]). Clearly the
negated stoichiometric coefficients are 1, −1 for a@l, b@l respectively. To derive
the reactions we need to define the wr terms. By Eq. 9 we have wr = wa@l b@l =
i
i
Na@l (t)Ka@l
b@l (N (t)) = Na (t, l)Kab (t, l), a, b ∈ Si , i ∈ C, l ∈ L. Na@l (t) is
i
the number of agents of type i in state a at location l. To derive Ka@l
b@l (N (t))
we need to sum the local transition rate from a@l to b@l and the corresponding
transition rate induced by incoming messages. The local rate of transitions from
a@l to b@l can be obtained directly from the MASSPA agent definition, as this
rate is location independent. Let states a, b be derived from process definitions
def
A, B where A = · · · + α.B + · · · + β!(m, gm ).B. To obtain the local transition
rate we sum up all α and β rates for all prefix operations α.B and sending
operations β!(·, ·).B in the definition of process A. The resulting rate is the
abth element of matrix Qi (cf. Eq. 4). Now we describe the rate of message
induced transitions from a@l to b@l. For any term ?(m, pm ).B in the definition

of A we first need to find all channels (x@l1 , a@l, m) ∈ Ch for which u(·) is
defined. Note that x ∈ Sj and potentially a, b 6∈ Sj . Let Ma be the set of all
messages that can trigger process A to become process B and Ch a the channels
of type (x@l1 , a@l, m) for which u(·) is defined. The total rate of message induced
i
transitions in Ka@l
b@l (N (t)) from population a@l to b@l is
X
X
pm (a, b)
u(x@l1 , a@l, m) β(x, m) Nx@l1 (t)
(17)
m∈Ma

(x@l1 ,a@l,m)∈Ch a

where pm (a, b) is probability of an agent in state a to accept a message of type
m and transit to state b and β(x, m) is the total sending rate of messages m of
an agent in state x. The former is the sum of all probabilities pm for message
m ∈ M that are used in the ?(m, pm ).B terms in A. The latter is the sum of all
rates β ∗gm from the β!(m, gm ).X 0 terms in the definition of process X that state
x refers to. Hence Eq. 17 is the same as the abth element of Γ i (t, l) in Eq. 4.
Therefore MASSPA models do indeed capture the dynamics of static MAMs
described in Sect. 2. To give a practical example we now show the reactions for
the simple MAM described in Sect. 5.1. First we derive the matrices K(t, v) for
each of the three locations.


−µ
µ
K(t, A) = K(t, C) =
(18)
Non@B (t)µ −Non@B (t)µ


−µ
µ
K(t, B) =
(19)
(Non@A (t) + Non@C (t))µ −(Non@A (t) + Non@C (t))µ
The top left element in the rate matrix K(t, X) is Kon@X on@X , the top right
element Kon@X off @X , the bottom left element Koff @X on@X and the bottom
right element Koff @X off @X . The reactions for the model are
Non@A (t)µ

on@A −−−−−−−→
Noff @A (t)Non@B (t)µ

off @A −−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Non@B (t)µ

on@B −−−−−−−→

off @A
on@A
off @B

Noff @B (t)(Non@A (t)+Non@C (t))µ

(20)

off @B −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ on@B
Non@C (t)µ

on@C −−−−−−−→
Noff @C (t)Non@B (t)µ

off @C −−−−−−−−−−−−−→

off @C
on@C

It is important to note that sending agent populations (e.g. on@B in the second
reaction) act as catalysts but do not change state as they send a message as
there is no synchronisation in MAMs. Hence messages are only ever sent while
the sender sojourns in its current state.
Figure 3 shows numerical results for the simple MAM. We found that for small
populations the mean approximation deteriorates as time goes on. In this model
this is partially due to the fact that simulations for small agent populations
tend to a state where no more communication is possible, i.e. on@A = on@B =

−3
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Fig. 3. Numerical results on@A, on@B, on@C for the simple MAM with initial values
300, 0, 0, 300, 0, 450 for on@A, off @A, on@B, off @B, on@C, off @C and µ = 0.1. Rates
of reactions derived from message induced transitions were divided by the population
size of the receiving agent type (see [?]). The error was computed by subtracting
the ODE approximation from 10,000 averaged simulation traces and dividing by the
population size of the corresponding agent. The first three graphs contain the ODE
approximation solved using ode15s.

on@C = 0. It is easy to show that this another fixed point for the ODEs, too.
However, the normalised error in the mean became smaller as we increased the
population size, which agrees with theoretical mean field results [1,18]. The standard deviation approximation for the simple MAM is quantitatively inaccurate,
but qualitatively good as it preserves the relative difference between the standard deviation of on@A, on@B and on@C around t = 60. More interestingly
the comparison between the explicit ode45 solver and the implicit ode15s solver
in Matlab shows that the ODEs which determine the second order moments
also have multiple fixed points. In this example ode45 gives quantitatively and
qualitatively worse results than ode15s.

6

Worked example: A simplified spatial WSN

Our worked example is a simplified version of the Wireless Sensor Network presented in [13]. In this MAM there are wireless sensor nodes (WSN)s which sample
some quantity of their environment, e.g. temperature or humidity, and forward
the samples to a sink location via a number of intermediate WSNs. The wireless
sensor node is defined in Figs. 4. Each agent samples its environment at rate λ
and propagates the measurement to the next agent that is closer to the sink. If it
receives a sample from a WSN that is further away from the sink, it first buffers
it and then sends it on to the next link at rate µ. Furthermore nodes may go to
sleep when they have no buffered messages in order to save energy. WSNs may
also fail without chance of recovery.

WSN (0)
WSN (i)
WSN (b)
WSN (sleep)
WSN (f ail)

def

= λ!(m, 1).WSN (0) + ?(m, 1).WSN (1) +
φ0 .WSN (f ail) + σ0 .WSN (sleep)
def
= λ!(m, 1).WSN (i) + ?(m, 1).WSN (i+1) +
µ!(m, 1).WSN (i−1) + φi .WSN (f ail)
def
= λ!(m, 1).WSN (b) + µ!(m, 1).WSN (b−1) +
φb .WSN (f ail)
def
= σs .WSN (0) + φs .WSN (f ail)
def
=∅

A
B
D

C
E

F

Fig. 4. A simple WSN in MASSPA. b denotes the buffer size. Arrows in the spatial
layout on the right define u(·) = 1 for locations L={A,B,C,D,E,F}. The set of states
is S={0,1,. . . ,b,sleep,fail}.
.

We now compare the ODE approximations for the mean and standard deviation
for the WSN MAM with the exact solution. The ODEs were solved in Matlab
using ode45 and ode15s. We experimented with various moment closures for the
third order terms in the second order moment ODEs (see [?]). For the ODE
traces below we used the E[XY Z] ≈ E[XY ]E[Z]. For stochastic simulation we
used Matlab’s simbiology tool.
As can be seen in Fig. 5 the mean is approximated well by the ODEs. This holds
for all quantities not only for the mean of the component counts in location B
shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore we did not observe multiple fixed points for the
first order ODEs, which could be due to the fact that the communication will
never stop completely as WSNs always sample at rate λ. The more interesting
observation made in this model is the behaviour of the ODEs for the second order
moments. While the ODEs for WSN components counts in locations A, C, D, E
and F were remarkably accurate irrespective of the choice of ODE solver, we
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Fig. 5. Numerical results 0@B, 1@B, 2@B, 3@B for the WSN MAM with initial values 20, 100, 50, 20, 10, 90 for 0@A, 0@B, 0@C, 0@D, 0@E, 0@F and b = 3, µ = 0.1, λ =
0.03, os = 0.0001, o0 = 0.001 and zero probability of node failure. Message induced reactions rates were divided by the population size of the receiving agent type (see [?]).
The error was computed by subtracting the ODE approximation from 3,500 averaged
simulation traces and dividing by the population size of the corresponding agent. The
first three graphs contain the ODE approximations solved using ode45.

found that in location B there was a significant difference in the solution when
applying ode15s as opposed to ode45 in Matlab. In Fig. 5d ode45 is more stable
than ode15s. The two traces eventually converge around time t = 2000 so there
is no indication that there are multiple fixed points in the second order ODEs.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we have derived a simple mapping from MAMs to the language
of chemical reactions. This mapping is then used to derive second order ODEs
for MAMs for the first time. To formalise the description of MAMs further we
defined MASSPA, a process algebra for MAMs and showed how MASSPA can be
translated into mass action type reactions. Moreover, we have given numerical
examples for two models that we defined in MASSPA and shown that their first
order ODE approximations are generally good for large populations. As for the
second order ODE approximation we got very good results in the WSN model

and less accurate results in the simple MAM. We also observed that comparing
stochastic simulation traces to the ODE traces for small population sizes gives
a good indication as to whether the second order ODEs become more accurate
as we increase the overall population size. The E[XY Z] ≈ E[XY ]E[Z] moment
closure assumption proved to be a simple but effective choice. The only closure
which gave slightly better results for the simple MAM model was E[XY Z] ≈
E[X]E[Y Z], but for the WSN model this closure gave rather inaccurate second
order approximations. Although the closure behaviour could be entirely model
dependent it is not unlikely that E[XY Z] ≈ E[XY ]E[Z] works well for MAMs as
the Z term always represents contributions from the K matrix. Further research
is needed to investigate moment closures for MAMs and to find indicators for well
behaved spatially motivated moment closures similar to those discussed in [22].
Should good moment closures for MAMs be hard to determine, we might need
to look for further evaluation techniques such as those discussed in [23]. Having
computed higher moments for ODEs it would be interesting to look at resulting
passage time bounds that can be deduced using techniques described in [15].
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